
OT VIII: (Sir 27:4-7; Ps 92:2-16; I Cor 15:54-58; Lk 6:39-45) 

Father Abraham’s Homily Sunday, March 3, 2019  

In his little book, Illustrations of Bible Truth, H.A. Ironside points out the folly of judging others. 
He relates an incident in the life of Bishop Potter. "He was sailing for Europe on one of the great 
transatlantic ocean liners. When he went on board, he found that another passenger was to share 
the cabin with him. After going to see the accommodations, he came up to the purser’s desk and 
inquired if he could leave his gold watch and other valuables in the ship’s safe. He explained that 
ordinarily he never availed himself of that privilege, but he had been to his cabin and had met the 
man who was to occupy the other berth. Judging from his appearance, he was afraid that he 
might not be a very trustworthy person. The purser accepted the responsibility for the valuables 
and remarked, ’It’s all right, Bishop, I’ll be very glad to take care of them for you. The other man 
has been up here and left his valuables for the same reason!’" This is what happens when we 
make rash judgments.  

Jesus draws our attention to practical points of Christian living and challenges us to use words as 
he used them in his preaching and healing ministry, to heal, restore and bring back life, joy and 
hope. Today’s readings also instruct us to share our Christian life, love, and spiritual health by 
our words, and to avoid gossiping about and passing rash, thoughtless and pain-inflicting 
judgments on others, damaging their good reputation and causing irreparable harm. The first 
reading from the Book of Sirach, teaches that what is inside us is revealed through our 
conversation.  As the grain and husks are separated in a farmer’s sieve, as the quality of the metal 
is revealed in the potter’s fire and as the size and quality of a tree’s fruit reveal the care it has 
received from the planter. Sirach’s teaching serves as an excellent preview for today’s Gospel. It 
reminds us, when we’re feeling judgmental, to think before we speak because what comes out of 
our mouth reveals our heart. In the second reading St. Paul advises the Corinthian Christians “to 
be firm, steadfast, always fully devoted to the work of the Lord, knowing that in the Lord your 
labor is not in vain,” instead of wasting time on useless and sinful conversations which bring 
punishment instead of the victory of resurrection and eternal reward.  

Luke might have collected together sayings of Jesus, which were spoken on different occasions, 
thus giving us a kind of compendium of rules for life and living. We may be able to trace four 
pieces of advice from today’s Gospel passage.  

1) Advice for students & teachers of Scripture: The Christian disciples are called upon to be both 
guides and teachers. Since a teacher cannot lead his students beyond what he himself has been 
taught, he must learn from the best teacher and then continue to learn Scripture from all available 
sources, the best being the Holy Spirit, Who inspired Holy Scripture. Then, the learner must 
apply what he has learned to his own life before trying to teach others. Our goal in the Christian 
life must be to become like our Teacher, Jesus, in our thoughts, words, and actions. 

2) We should not be blind guides: In order to lead a blind person, one must be sighted; in order 
to teach, one must be knowledgeable; otherwise, the blind person and the student will be lost. 
The sight and the knowledge specified here are the insights that come through Faith and the Holy 
Spirit. The point of this image of the blind leading the blind is that we must be careful when 



choosing whom to follow, lest we stumble into a pit alongside our blind guide. A corollary is that 
we have no business trying to guide others unless we ourselves can see clearly.  

3) We have no right to criticize and judge others: The first reason Jesus gives us is we have no 
right to criticize unless we ourselves are free of faults. That simply means that we have no right 
to criticize at all, because "there is so much bad in the best of us and so much good in the worst 
of us that it will becomes any of us to find fault with the rest of us." Jesus clarifies his point by 
presenting the humorous simile of a man with a log stuck in his own eye trying to extract a speck 
of dust from someone else's eye. It means that the task of fraternal correction (removing specks, 
etc.) should not be attempted without prior self-examination, though the disciple need not be 
completely without imperfections before the process can begin. 

4) We must be good at heart to be good at our deeds: In order to distinguish the good tree from 
the bad tree we need to look at the fruit the tree produces (deeds) and not at its foliage (words). 
"The treasure of the heart is the same as the root of the tree," St Bede explains. "A person who 
has a treasure of patience and of perfect charity in his heart; yields excellent fruit; he loves his 
neighbor and has all the other qualities Jesus teaches; he loves his enemies; does good to him 
who hates him; blesses him who curses him; prays for him who calumniates him; does not react 
against him who attacks him or robs him; he gives to those who ask; does not claim what they 
have stolen from him; wishes not to judge and does not condemn; corrects patiently and 
affectionately those who err.  But, the person who has in his heart the treasure of evil does 
exactly the opposite: he hates his friends, speaks evil of him who loves him and does all the other 
things condemned by the Lord.  

Brothers and Sisters, the only way to see ourselves, with all of our shortcomings and sins, is in 
the light of God’s grace and the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. With God’s grace, the Spirit can 
open us to our blindness, and restore a true and lasting vision to our minds and hearts. We can 
look to the Gospel and find a new direction away from our waywardness; and encouragement in 
our struggle to do better. Above all, we can face our sins and regrets with a firm purpose of 
amendment and begin to change for the future, in here and now. We can know that the Father is 
always there for us with His divine power as we walk with His Son toward the kingdom! So, let 
us pray that during this coming Lent we overcome our blindness, by doing whatever is necessary 
to walk in the light of God’s revelation to us! 


